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Populations, Public Health, and the LawGeorgetown University Press, 2009
Law plays a crucial role in protecting the health of populations. Whether the public health threat is bioterrorism, pandemic influenza, obesity, or lung cancer, law is an essential tool for addressing the problem. Yet for many decades, courts and lawyers have frequently overlooked law's critical importance to public health. "Populations,...
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Contact DermatitisSpringer, 2006

	It is an unusual event for a textbook covering such a national and international networks and the use of highly specialized field as contact dermatitis to be standardized methodology, a highly differentiated published in its fourth edition within a time period picture can now be painted; we know the major p- of 13 years. When the European and...
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The Covid-19 Vaccine Guide: The Quest for Implementation of Safe and Effective VaccinationsSkyhorse Publishing, 2021

	What you should know about the Covid-19 vaccines from top experts in the field.

	

	As the SARS-Cov2 virus emerged and spread globally in early 2020, unprecedented international efforts began to develop and test vaccines to control the devastating pandemic. This book focuses on the remarkable progress in developing...
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Strategies in E-Business: Positioning and Social Networking in Online MarketsSpringer, 2013

	In this volume, the authors apply insights from a variety of perspectives to explore the alignment among strategy, organization design, process and human resource management, and e-business practices on developing successful social networking programsâ€•with particular regard to applying such initiatives against the backdrop of the global...
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Introducing Microsoft® Silverlight(TM) 3Microsoft Press, 2009

	As the Web grows and evolves, so do the expectations of the Web user. When the first
	Web browser was developed, it was created to provide a relatively simple way to allow
	hyperlinking between documents. Then these early browsers were coupled with the
	cross-machine protocols encompassing the Internet, and suddenly documents stored on...
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Cardiovascular Prevention and RehabilitationSpringer, 2007


	Over the past decades the medical care of the patient with cardiovascular disease (CVD)

	has shown an impressive development, with marked positive consequences for mortality,

	morbidity, and the quality of life of coronary patients. This improvement has

	profoundly changed the arena in which cardiac rehabilitation (CR) has been acting...
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The Cambridge Economic History of Modern Europe: Volume 2, 1870 to the PresentCambridge University Press, 2010

	Unlike most existing textbooks on the economic history of modern Europe, which offer a country-by-country approach, The Cambridge Economic History of Modern Europe rethinks Europe's economic history since 1700 as unified and pan-European, with the material organised by topic rather than by country. This second volume tracks Europe's...
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Natural Disaster Hotspots: A Global Risk Analysis (Disaster Risk Management)World Bank Publications, 2005
Earthquakes, floods, drought, and other natural hazards cause tens of thousands of deaths, hundreds of thousands of injuries, and billions of dollars in economic losses each year around the world. Many billions of dollars in humanitarian assistance, emergency loans, and development aid are expended annually. Yet efforts to reduce the risks of...
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Biomathematics: Modelling and SimulationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006

	This really is the golden age of Mathematics. It has been said that half

	the Mathematics ever created has been in the last 100 years and that half

	the mathematicians who have ever lived are alive today. We have seen such

	achievements as the resolution of the four-colour problem and Fermat's

	last theorem, with the latter being...
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Crop Improvement: New Approaches and Modern TechniquesSpringer, 2013

	The improvement of crop species has been a basic pursuit since cultivation began thousands of years ago. To feed an ever increasing world population will require a great increase in food production. Wheat, corn, rice, potato and few others are expected to lead as the most important crops in the world. Enormous efforts are made all over the...
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Scala Machine Learning Projects: Build real-world machine learning and deep learning projects with ScalaPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Powerful smart applications using deep learning algorithms to dominate numerical computing, deep learning, and functional programming.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore machine learning techniques with prominent open source Scala libraries such as Spark ML, H2O, MXNet, Zeppelin, and DeepLearning4j

...
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Eating Fossil Fuels: Oil, Food and the Coming Crisis in AgricultureNew Society Publishers, 2006

	The miracle of the Green Revolution was made possible by cheap fossil fuels to supply crops with artificial fertilizer, pesticides, and irrigation. Estimates of the net energy balance of agriculture in the United States show that ten calories of hydrocarbon energy are required to produce one calorie of food. Such an imbalance cannot...
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